


THE STORY BEHIND OUR PRODUCTS

AND THE STORY continues!

 Côté was founded in 1964, but the company’s origins date back to 1929, when Eugène Côté, a blacksmith by trade, designed 
his very first snow plow.

Côté offers a full range of snow plows, conventional and quick-coupling attachments for trucks, graders, wheel loaders 
and tractors. We also manufacture abrasive spreaders, heated dump bodies for transporting asphalt and several related 
products.

We have an impressive inventory of equipment and parts, we can deliver most products on the same day or the day after an 
order is placed. Our specialists are always working on new designs, to keep our equipment cutting-edge.

Driven by the trust of a vast clientele (thank you for your loyalty!), we have not stopped evolving in our more than 90 years in 
this industry we’re so passionate about: SNOW CLEARING. 
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FULLY HYBRID DESIGN 

Its tilt-coupling mechanism for trucks, the front quick coupler can be attached without needing to be 
perfectly aligned. In addition, its fully hybrid design offers 8 different configurations.

Once the HH7500 is uncoupled, most of its structure remains on the ground, which considerably 
reduces the weight. 

HH7500 QUICK COUPLER
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OPTIONS FOR THE HH7500 QUICK COUPLER
HR300 ADAPTER

The HR300’s easy coupling, you can quickly 
hook up the snow plow from inside the cab, 
letting you get to work right away (certain 
configurations require exiting the cab). With 
its manual quick-coupling feature, the rear 
column can be removed in minutes. Simply 
take out the two pins holding it in place and 
uncouple the push arms (this may require a 
hoist or similar handling tool).

• Valves with pneumatic, cable-actuated or electrohydraulic controls
• External valve housing, side wing lighting
• Pump operated by crankshaft, power take-off (PTO), power steering or belt
• Oversized hydraulic reservoir
• Ultra-smooth travel due to nitrogen-charged accumulators
• Rear column edger

Several options are available: 
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AR9000 QUICK COUPLER

Côté is the only manufacturer to have designed a quick-
coupling mechanism and one that lets you quickly and 
easily restore your truck to its original appearance. Once 
uncoupled, the AR9000 is the only quick coupler that does 
not require the quick-coupling plate to be tilted when you 
want to open the truck’s hood. This lets you lift your hood and 
quickly and easily access your engine without any extra steps. 
The AR9000 is a quick coupler for front snow plows and side 
wings, both of which can be mounted on a truck. 

A vehicle fitted with this quick coupler can quickly and easily switch between snow clearing and its original use. Coupling and 
uncoupling the front quick coupler and the push arms takes only a few minutes and can be done safely and easily.

As the designer of the quick-coupling mechanism, Côté Ltée is the only manufacturer that has thought to develop a column 
edger with quick hydraulic coupling. Available as an option, this edger will make your vehicle even more versatile, even when 
comes time to lower your blade.

THE ONLY MANUFACTURER TO
DESIGN A QUICK-COUPLING 
MECHANISM 
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AR9500 QUICK COUPLER

 After the AR9000’s great success on trucks 
and the growing use of wheel loaders for 
snow clearing, Côté adapted its famous quick 
coupler to most loader models, making your 
equipment more profitable.

With the increasing variety of snow clearing 
contracts and the rising popularity of 
equipment rentals, the easy-to-use and 
highly versatile AR9500 is a great choice. 

EASY TO USE, VERSATILE AND DURABLE.
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OH4000 SNOW PLOW
ITS UNIQUE CURVE MAKES 
THIS PLOW INCREDIBLY 
TOUGH

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONSMODELS, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

When winter comes, trust the popular OH4000 
snow plow, ideal for clearing snow in both 
urban and rural areas. The unique curve of its 
facet-folded moldboard makes this snow plow 
incredibly tough. Its legendary design rolls snow 
like only a Côté plow can. 

The OH4000 is equipped with the famous 
blade tilting system unique to Côté. It can 
clear obstacles more than 7″ (18 cm) in height, 
allowing the operator to work safely.

Several options are available: tungsten 
carbide blades, carbide shoes and side 
protectors, rubber snow deflector and fixed, 
removable or foldable snow guard.

WIDTH HEIGHT APPROX. WIEGHT

10 ft 36’’ 2 250 lbs

11 ft. 36’’ 2 370 lbs

11 ft. 44’’ 2 450 lbs.

12 ft. 36’’ 2 680 lbs

12 ft 44’’ 2 773 lbs

12 ft 54’’ 2 810 lbs
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OH4500HD SNOW PLOW
PLOW IDEAL FOR MANY 
TYPES OF SNOW 
CLEARING

OPTIONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MODELS, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

The rugged design of its facet-folded moldboard 
makes the OH4500HD the perfect plow for many 
types of snow clearing work. Its pressure arm/
self-floating system, you can do conventional 
snow clearing as well as heavy-duty ice removal, 
which requires applying considerable pressure. 

Several options are available: tungsten 
carbide blades, carbide shoes and side 
protectors, rubber snow deflector and fixed, 
removable or foldable snow guard.

The OH4500HD is equipped with a unique blade 
tilting system, with compression coil springs and 
double-acting cylinders offering a more efficient 
angle of attack.

SÉRIE WIDTH HEIGHT

4504 12 ft 44’’

4505 12 ft 54’’

4507 14 ft 44’’

4508 14 ft 54’’

4511 16 ft 54’’

4516 20 ft 44’’

4517 20 ft 54’’
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LC4000 SNOW PLOW
IDEAL SNOWPLOW FOR 
SEVERAL TYPES OF SNOW 
REMOVAL

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONSMODELS, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

 If you’re planning to regularly do ice removal work, 
or spread abrasives, the LC4000 is the tool of choice. 
Its extra-tough build makes it an exceptional plow. 
Several municipalities and many contractors rely on 
the LC4000’s unique design to provide outstanding 
service.

The LC4000 is manufactured in limited quantities, 
available by special order only, for a discerning 
clientele looking to stand out from the competition.

Included as standard: Carbide blades and side 
protectors. Option: Folding snow guard. 

Facet-folded moldboard for greater rigidity 
while keeping the snow from sticking to the 
surface, angle of attack, plow orientation via two 
double-acting cylinders connected to a pressure-
adjustable unloader valve.

Several options are available: tungsten 
carbide blades, shoes and side protectors 
and fixed, removable or foldable snow guard.

Available lengths: 12’, 14’, 16’, 18’, 20’, 22’
Available heights: 44», 54», 64». 
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OH4400PH SNOW PLOW
DISCOVER THE 
UNIQUE OH4400PH 
SNOW PLOW IDEAL 
FOR CLEARING 
COMMERCIAL 
PARKING LOTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONS

MODELS, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

The most versatile snow plow 
in the Côté product line, the 
OH4400PH puts the snow 
clearing configuration you need 
right at your fingertips, without 
having to get out of your 

• One-piece structural facet-folded moldboard
• Horizontal self-levelling system that adjusts to road imperfections
• Multi-section blade tilting system unique to Côté
• 3/4» X 8» non-reversible tempered steel wear blade
• 32° left and right snow removal angle
• Dual cross-over release valve to protect the orienting cylinders in the event of an impact
• Three-way electric diverter valve
•  12 V or 24 V multifunction lever (includes quick coupler and electrical connectors)
•  Panels with ultra-strong 180° hinge system, activated by cylinders protected by a dual cross-over release valve
•  Panels with a spring-loaded self-floating system that adjusts to road imperfections
•  Independent adjustable-flow control valve to control the panels’ speed
•  Steel side protectors for clearing along a sidewalk

• Tungsten carbide blade
• Tungsten carbide side protectors installed at the end of the panel for clearing along sidewalks
• 12 V or 24 V multifunction lever (includes quick coupler and electrical connectors)
• Three-way electric diverter valve to simultaneously activate both panels for greater productivity

vehicle. The hydraulic panels can be positioned in a number of ways with the flick of a multifunction lever installed inside the 
cab.

Designed differently, but just as tough, the facet-folded moldboard is flattened to let you get as close to obstacles as possible 
for a flawless result. 

MODEL
CLOSED 
PANELS*

OPEN 
PANELS

HEIGHT AND
WIDTH OF THE
MOLDBOARD

HEIGHT AND
WIDTH OF THE 

PANELS

APPROX. 
WEIGHTS

4401 140’’ 220’’ 44’’ x 120’’ 44’’ x 50’’ 5033 lbs.

4402 140’’ 220’’ 44’’ x 120’’ 44’’ x 60’’ 5200 lbs.

4403 140’’ 264’’ 44’’ x 120’’ 44’’ x 72’’ 5400 lbs.
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SNOW PUSHER FOR LOADERS AND GRADERS

In the harshest winter conditions, nothing is more effective than our 4300PN snow pusher. Its rugged 
design makes it possible to quickly and efficiently push and pull a large volume of snow at a time while 
its quick-coupling mechanism follows the grade of the surface to be cleared. 

4300PN SNOW PLOW
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WIDTH AND
HEIGHT

8 pi. 10 pi. 12 pi. 14 pi.

36’’ 4301 4302 4304

48’’ - 48’’ width 4305 4307 4308

54’’ -  60’’ width 4318 4319 4320

54’’ - 72’’ width 4321 4322 4323

54’’ - 84’’ width 4324 4325 4326
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The 4300PN is equipped with a bolted reverse 
blade, two supports for when the plow is parked, 
two jacking points on the upper part and a system 
for activating the wear blades in the event of an 
impact.

OPTIONS

Several options are available for the 4300PN.



KL6500HD SNOW PLOW
DISCOVER THE UNIQUE 
KL6500HD SNOW PLOW 
IDEAL FOR CLEARING 
SIDEWALKS 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONS

MODELS, DIMENSIONS
AND WEIGHTS

The new KL6500HD, with its one-piece 
structural moldboard, is much more than 
a next-generation plow. Thanks to its new 
self-levelling system, it is sturdier, more 
versatile and best of all, easier to maintain.

• One-piece structural moldboard with a facet-folded curve
• Revolutionary patent-pending horizontal self-levelling system
• Unique SIDE tilting blade system
• Adjustable 30-degree left/right blade angle
• Double-acting anti-shock relief valves to protect the slewing cylinders in the event of an impact
• 3/4’’ x 6’’ non-reversible steel blade for extended wear
• Steel side protectors

• Tungsten carbide blades
• Tungsten carbide side protectors
• Hydraulic horizontal pivot
• Removable snow guards for all models
• 84» and 96» manual-folding snow guards

The horizontal self-levelling system with cushioned shock absorption allows for a more than 25° to 30° difference in grade. 
The optional horizontal hydraulic pivot can be installed in minutes, without requiring any modifications to the original snow 
plow. 

WIDTH HEIGHT WEIGHT

53’’ 26’’ 734 lbs.

56’’ 26’’ 760 lbs.

60’’ 26’’ 775 lbs.

72’’ 26’’ 810 lbs.

84’’ 26’’ 845 lbs.

96’’ 26’’ 880 lbs.15



JC5000 SIDE WING
CLEARS WIDER AND THROWS SNOW FURTHER

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONS

MODELS, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

The side wing can easily be added to your existing equipment. The JC5000 side wing’s very sturdy structure and total tilt 
facet-folded moldboard eliminate any twisting thanks to Côté Ltée’s unique tilting system. It can be titled up to 56°, to clear 
obstacles more than 7’’ (18 cm) in height. 

Côté is the only manufacturer to offer a side wing that can be raised quickly and safely. The JC5000 can come up snug 
against your cab due to a smooth end of travel thanks to its «internal actuator» braking system unique to Côté. This system 
slows the raising motion near the end, preventing damage to your cab and reducing operator stress.

Several options are available: one-piece tungsten carbide wear blade, carbide shoes and side protectors, vision column that 
auto-locks when the side wing is being raised. Available as an option, the vision column can be equipped with a pneumatic 
cylinder for locking and unlocking.

Size: 10’ - 12’ - 13’ - 14’ - 16’ - 17’ - 18’ 

• 28’’ at entry and 38’’ at exit
• Weight ranging from 1,255 to 1,700 lb
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SU8000 SNOW PLOW
IDEAL ONE-WAY SNOW PLOW
FOR RURAL SNOW REMOVAL

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONS

MODELS, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

The unidirectional SU8000 snow plow is the ideal 
choice for snow clearing in rural areas. Its facet-folded 
moldboard is the secret behind its outstanding snow-
throwing distance at any speed, high or low. 

The SU8000 is equipped with a blade tilting system 
unique to Côté, which makes it possible to clear obstacles 
over 7″ (18 cm) in height. It also features a facet-folded 
moldboard and adjustable angle of attack.

Several options are available: blade, side protector, 
adjustable tungsten carbide high-speed ski and rubber 
snow deflector.

ONE-WAY, 12″, RURAL USE 

• 28» at entry X 68» at exit
• Weight: 3,175 lb
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SU8500 SNOW PLOW
BEST CHOICE FOR RURAL AND 
HIGHWAY SNOW CLEARING

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

LES OPTIONSMODELS, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

 Due to its very pronounced shape, the SU8500’s facet-folded moldboard throws snow further while considerably reducing 
blowback on the windshield. It is the best choice for rural or highway snow clearing, with great results at high or low speed.

The best plow in its class, the SU8500, with its moldboard rearward tilting system, was designed for rural and highway work. 

The SU8500 is equipped with a moldboard rearward 
tilting system, a very strong push frame and an adjustable 
angle of attack.

Several options are available: blade, side protector, 
adjustable tungsten carbide high-speed ski and 
rubber snow deflector.

ONE-WAY, 12’,  RURALE USE

• 32» at entry X 63» at exit
• Weight: 3 030 lbs
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EV900 SPREADER
THE MOST VERSATILE 
SPREADER ON THE 
MARKET

 When comes time to spread abrasives, trust Côté’s EV900. It’s the most versatile V-shaped spreader on the market. 
And because the hopper is fully removable, several configurations are possible.

What is more, our transverse conveyor is designed to hold a second spinner, letting you spread on the left, right or even 
both sides at the same time, without requiring any modification. Finally, a versatile, smartly-designed spreader! 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONSMODELS, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

The EV900 is equipped with a rounded hopper that offers superior rigidity. It also has a built-in access door that is easy to 
open, lightweight and very safe.

Can be slipped directly into your truck’s existing 
dump body, installed on a chassis with fenders or 
attached with our quick-coupling system unique 
to Côté, which adapts to your tractor trailer’s fifth 
wheel.

• For a 6-wheel truck: EV903, 3 yd3 capacity
• For a 6-wheel truck: EV906, 6 yd3 capacity
• For a 6-wheel truck: EV909, 9 yd3 capacity
• For a 10-wheel truck: EV912, 12 yd3 capacity
• For 12-wheel truck: EV914, 14 yd3 capacity
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BES900 4-SEASON DUMP BODY
NO OTHER DUMP BODY 
OF THIS TYPE OFFERS 
THESE ADVANTAGES

OPTIONS

MODELS, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

 Looking for complete versatility? The BES900 is the dump body for you! Boasting an exceptional, cutting-edge design, Côté 
has once again raised the bar in a new field.

No other dump body of this type offers these advantages. With its monocoque construction, ultra-strong continuous weld 
reinforcements (which keep corrosion from spreading) and its gear oil separator, the BES900 sets a new quality standard.

The floor and sides made of HARDOX 450, the aerodynamic cab guard with built-in grab handle, the revolving light mount, 
the wide-dispersal spinner with urethane disk, the LED light system and the chain adjustment via grease cylinders all come 
standard. 

Options also include: an aluminum tarp holder, removable ladder, side-opening door, electronic spreader control, central 
lubrication system, trailer attachment and rounded hopper that offers superior rigidity and a built-in access door that is easy 
to open, lightweight and very safe. And much more!

• For a 6-wheel truck: BES911, 11 ft. x 36» X 48», 10 1/2 yd3 capacity
• For a 10-wheel truck: BES914, 14 ft. x 42’’ x 60’’, 15 1/4 yd3 capacity
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BEU900 SPREADER
THE PERFECT 
COMBINATION OF 
A SPREADER AND 
A FOUR-SEASON 
DUMP BODY

OPTIONSMODELS, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

Combining the best features of a traditional spreader and a four-season dump body, the BEU900 offers a cutting-edge design 
with its monocoque structure and moulded fenders. The floor and sides made of HARDOX 450, the aerodynamic cab guard 
with built-in grab handle, the revolving light mount, the wide-dispersal spinner with urethane disk, the LED light system and 
the chain adjustment via grease cylinders all come standard. 

Options also include: an aluminum tarp holder, 
removable ladder, side-opening door, electronic 
spreader control, central lubrication system, 
trailer attachment and much more.

• For a 6-wheel truck: BEU911, 11 ft. x 42»X 60», 10 1/2 yd3 capacity
• For a 10-wheel truck: BEU914, 14 ft. x 42» x 60», 13 5/8 yd3 capacity

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Like all our other spreading systems, the BEU900 is equipped with a bolted transverse conveyor for easy maintenance. 
Options include a rounded hopper that offers superior rigidity and a built-in access door that is easy to open, lightweight 
and very safe.
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BA100 HEATED DUMP BODY
THE MOST IN-DEMAND 
INSULATED DUMP 
BODY

OPTIONS

MODELS, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

For asphalt repair work, trust Côté’s BA100, the most requested insulated dump body on the market. Offering high 
flammability resistance, all our BA100s can be hooked up to the carrier vehicle’s exhaust system (optional). They all contain 
a network of internal passageways that evenly distribute heat, increasing the dump body’s heat-retention capabilities.

We put a great deal of thought into the BA100’s design, to give our customers the utmost flexibility. Designed to be fully 
removable, you can simply slide the BA100 into a vehicle’s existing dump body, or attach it to any other type of chassis. No 
major modifications required. This will save you a considerable amount of money when you need to switch vehicles. 

Several options are available: signal arrow, 
connection to the carrier vehicle’s exhaust system, 
electric valves

•     For a 6-wheel truck: BA111, 11.5 ft., 7.6 yd3 capacity
•     For a 10-wheel truck: BA113, 13.5 ft., 8.9 yd3 capacity
•     For a 12-wheel truck: BA118, 18.5 ft., 13.5 yd3 capacity
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ARB200 DUMP BODY SUPPORT
GET THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR 
VEHICLE

OPTIONS

Buying a straight-body truck is a relatively big investment, which is why Côté Ltd proposes the ARB200. It will help you get 
the best use out of your vehicle, by making it as versatile as possible. You’ll be able to safetly switch vehicules in only a few 
minutes.

The Côté dump body/spreader support can be 
added as an option on all types of dump bodies, 
V-shaped spreaders, U-shaped spreaders and 
4-season dump bodies for maximum profitability.
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HTTPS://YOUTU.BE/Y3BIX-OCZX4
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2021 CORPORATE VIDEO

90 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE BUILDING QUALITY 
PRODUCTS HERE TO KEEP OUR ROADS SAFE. 

In June 2021 our team was filming to mark our 90th birthday. We invite 
you to view the result of our shoot by scanning the QR code below or 
follow the link to our You Tube channel. Good screwing! 
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